As Simple, Simply Said, a New Poetry Book, Ideas and
Suggestions
A new author just dipping his feet in the world of the publishing business has written
and published his first book of poems. They were first published on February 14, 2008, AS
SIMPLE, SIMPLY SAID. It is the last book of a series of three books in an anthology of
poems trilogy. In the near future, perhaps a month or so, his next book, SIMPLY SAID is
due to come out and then will be followed by the third and final book of the trilogy, AS
SIMPLE.
There's a new poetry book out for your perusal. It's not only tantalizing, it's unusual. It
talks of simple things, simply said; however, not so simple in the end. Can it be it's only
started recently to be known and imparted?
"AS SIMPLE, SIMPLY SAID", by Giovanni Maria Tommaso, is an excellent little poetry
book that makes for casual and enjoyable reading; cozy by the fire with that special
someone or small poetry gatherings. Poetry circles and poetry groups would find this little
poetry book easy to digest as a quick read leading to lively discussions, thoughts and
opinions.
Any business would do well to give this little poetry book to a deserving employee as a
lasting memento of service.
It is also suitable for any holiday: a Christmas gift, an Easter gift, along with flowers and
chocolate for St. Valentine's Day, as a birthday present, party favors, family gatherings, a
wedding, or any other occasion that can be thought of where a small gift will brighten up
the atmosphere and be appreciated.
Here is a list of possible suggestions you may find helpful.

1. Readings and or discussion groups, poetry gatherings and circles.
2. Casual reading; cozy by the fire; light and enjoyable.
3. Special events, holidays, and birthdays.
4. For that someone in your life who enjoys a good poem.
5. A party favor gift; for showers and weddings.
6. A suggested poetry book for any clinic, doctor's or lawyer's office for perusal while waiting;
in fact, for any waiting room situation.
7. As a promotional item in business or for employee gatherings.

